WE TURNED THINGS AROUND WHEN WE DESIGNED THE TECNO
TURNTABLE MACHINE. WE DID IT WITH ELEGANCE, SPEED AND
PRECISION.

Tecno is the automatic spreading machine with the best
spreading quality on the market. Specially made for all types of
fabrics that need to be spread face to face with the same nap
direction. Supplided with automtic turntable, buil-in “cradle”, with a
single conveyour belst across the useable width of the machine. It
can do the roll change quickly and naturally in a record time of 9
seconds.
It can be installed our program Autes.com communication system.
Tecno complies with strict EU safety standards.

TECHNO OPTIONS

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS




































Equipped with robotic technology.
Automatic check control system.
Speed variator from 0 to 100 metres/minute
High-speed variator in cut.
Feed by highly sensitive infrared sensor.
Intelligent detector of end of stack with return to load point
and turntable centring.
Automatic spread height detector.
Machine moved by four-wheel drive (4x4).
Software program to connect the zigzag with cut.
Intelligent control handle.
Feeding system by “cradle”, a one piede double conveyor
belt that prevents marking of the fabric and problems caused
by loose thread falling between rollers on multiple conveyor
belt system.
Turntable with cradle support roll with one piece double
conveyour belt system across the useable width of the
machine preventing tensions anm marks on delicate fabrics,
one belst is folding to load rolls until 100kg.
Automatic threading and unthreading.
Fabrics rewinding if you wish to remove it because of faults
or colour variation.
Tension Free System. Spread elastic fabrics without tension.
Programmed feeding.
Automatic feeding.
Control desk with digital touch screen with parameter and
information text of functions.
Can perform normal, prgrammed and scale spreads.
Self-adjusting brakes ramp according to speed of machine.
Adjustable acceleration.
Safety brake in case of power failure.
Fitted with modem for technical assistance on line.
Maximum roll weight recommeneded: 100kg.
Maximum diameter of the roll: 60cm.
Maximum height of the spreading: 22cm.
Maximum height for manual loading: 1.6mts.
Power consumes: 3.5Kw









Autex.Com communication system.
Spreading in zigzag
Spreading with adjustable high speed cuts with or
without mobile clamp.
High speed spreads in zigzag cut
Program to count meters per roll, working time and
total meters per spread.
Tecnocar, fast loader of rolls.
Smooth, air blown, conveyor and vacuum tables.
Transfer table for machine: manual, manual on rails,
motorised on rails.
Transfer table for spreads: manual, motorised.
Rails and operator platform.

We reserve the right to make any technical modifications.
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